
2DIY ActionScript Tutorials
T4 - Creating see through elements

Outline
In several 2DIY activities, you can make elements appear see-through with just a 
small amount of code. This is great for Hallowe’en style activities.

Code Explanation
If you right click on the green ‘play’ triangle you can add additional code to the 
start up script of any activity, and here we can set a rule to make particular 
elements appear see through. 

Tutorial
Create an activity. Add an apple element to the screen, and then right click on 
the green ‘play’ arrow at the top of the activity. Add the following code below the 
code that is already present;

s13._alpha=50;

s13 (this is the identification value for each element you add to your activity - see 
the table at the end of this tutorial for the identification value of elements in 
various activities)

._alpha= (this is the amount of transparency that you are going to give each 
element. Setting the alpha value to be 0 will result in a transparent element that 
cannot be seen, setting the alpha value to 100 will make it a solid colour)

More information, examples and help can be found at http://www.2diyarchive.co.uk
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NOTE: there is no _ before the s13 part of the code.

Now press the play button, and watch the apple elements on screen - they are 
partly see through. By varying the value of ‘alpha’ you can make the elements 
appear more or less see through. 

What does this do?
You are telling the computer to set a transparency value to each of the identified 
element (the s2 element). This has to be done in the start code section, so that 
each element can still be given animation, as normally you would enter the 
animation code in the “ADV” option of each elements animation settings.

Task
Create a platform game themed around a haunted house. Add some apple 
elements, and give each an animation property by right clicking on each apple 
and choose the animation (the second) option. Choose from the options 
available. Place your character at the bottom of the house.
Now run your game - the apple elements will appear slightly see through, and 
look ghostly as they move about the screen. 

Notes
The value of each element (starting with ‘s’) is as follows for each different type 
of activity;

In Collecting and Journey Activities; 
"
" The first 10 monsters are labelled as s2-s11
" The first 10 apples are labelled as s12-s21
" The first 10 suns are labelled as s22-s31 
" Further objects added will be s32, s33 etc

In Platform, Snake and Maze Activities;
"
" The first 10 monsters are labelled as s3-s12
" The first 10 apples are labelled as s13-s22
" The first 10 suns are labelled as s23-s32
" Further objects added will be s33, s34 etc

More information, examples and help can be found at http://www.2diyarchive.co.uk
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As you can see from the image above right, the ID values start with the first 
column and work their way down, and then move onto the second and third 
columns. However, if you are struggling to identify an element, right click on it, 
choose the animation settings, and select “ADV”. Use the code editor (the 
spanner), and click on the first drop down menu. You should then see the ID for 
that element.

You can find out more about this feature on the 2DIY archive:
http://www.2diyarchive.co.uk/2010/03/fading-the-elements.html

More information, examples and help can be found at http://www.2diyarchive.co.uk
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